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3 + 7 = 10

Directions Have students: 1 count the red cubes to find one part of 10, use blue cubes to find the number under the cover, and then write 
the missing number in the equation to tell the parts of 10; 2 count the blue cubes to find one part of 10, use red cubes to find the number under 
the cover, and then write the missing number in the equation to tell the parts of 10.
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DEVELOP: VISUAL LEARNING

Learn Glossary

PearsonRealize.com

The Visual Learning Bridge connects students’ thinking in Solve &  
Share to important math ideas in the lesson. Use the Visual Learning  
Bridge to make these ideas explicit. Also available as a Visual Learning  
Animation Plus at PearsonRealize.com

STEP

2

Complete the Do You Understand? Show Me! problem before 
starting Guided Practice.

Do You Understand? Show Me! Model with Math  If 
there were 4 red cubes, how many blue cubes would you need to 
make 10 cubes in all? [6] Give students cubes to solve the problem. 
Have them write an equation to show their answer. [4 + 6 = 10]

 Ask the following Essential Question: How can you find 
which number goes with a number like 4 to make 10? 
[Sample answer: I can use 4 cubes and then count how 

many I need to add on to make 10.]

Coherence In this and the next lesson, students find the missing 
part of 10 in an addition equation. In Grade 1, they will apply 
these lessons as they make 10 to add or subtract. For example, 
9 + 3 can be solved by first adding 9 + 1 to make 10 and then 
by adding 2 more to get 12.

Error Intervention: Item 2
If  students write the incorrect number in the equation,
then  have them use cubes and physically add the number of 
cubes to make 10. Ensure when they count the cubes, students 
count only one number for each cube. Suggest ways to help avoid 
miscounting, such as moving the cubes to one side, touching each 
cube, or connecting each cube as they are counted.

11  Reteaching Assign Reteaching Set H, p. 500. 

Visual Learning Bridge

Which color cubes were 
hidden? [The blue cubes] 
What is happening in the 
picture? [Jada is counting 
the blue cubes.] What is 
the total number of cubes 
you know Jada has? [10]

How many cubes are there in all? [10] 
How many red cubes? [3] How many 
blue cubes? [7] If you have 3 cubes, 
how many more cubes do you need to 
make 10? [7] What equation shows 
this? [3 + 7 = 10]

Reasoning What can you see in the picture? [3 red 
cubes and some cubes covered; An equation that 
equals 10 but has a number missing.] What does the 
red number 3 in the equation represent? [The 3 red 
cubes] What does the question mark represent? [The 
missing number of cubes] What does the 10 represent? 
[The total number of cubes]
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